PLANNING FOR ASR IN OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma ASR Workgroup
GWPC – 2017 Annual UIC Conference
Why ASR?

- Driven by drought
- Water security
- Portfolio of options
ASR Workgroup

- DEQ
- Water Resources Board
- Corporation Commission
- Dept of Agriculture
- Ok Geological Survey
- U.S. Geological Survey
- Office of the Secretary of Energy and Environment
- GWPC
- Burns & McDonnell
- Carollo Engineers
- City of Ada
- Oklahoma State Legislature
ASR Milestones

- Water rights
- Groundwater standards / anti-deg
- Implementation and timeframe
Reinventing the wheel...

- Survey of other states
- Operational / permitting standards
“Oklahoma's ASR Workgroup is very powerful, very strong. I’d let Oklahoma's ASR Workgroup handle it. This is peanuts for Oklahoma's ASR Workgroup!” 🦅